Additional Resources
For additional data and information on the economic and policy effects of
COVID-19, we have compiled a list of supplemental sources; this Resource List
will be updated regularly.
General Policy
COVID-19 Resource Tracker: A Guide to State and Local Responses. The Urban
Institute had compiled a spreadsheet – updated monthly – listing over 100
resources that track state and local data and policy responses related to COVID19, healthcare, food insecurity, housing, income, and more.
COVID-19: Policies to Protect People and Communities. The Urban Institute has
compiled and covered the latest information about COVID-19 and policies being
put in place to address pandemic impacts; these include information around
Child Care & Education, Equity & Inclusion, Health & Health Policy, and more.
COVID-19: Local Action Tracker. In partnership with Bloomberg Philanthropies,
the National League of Cities, using active research and direct submissions
from local leaders, has collected the COVID-19-related actions taken by
municipal leaders across cities and states in the United States.
Coronavirus: What You Need to Know. The National Governor’s Association has
compiled current Information the virus, what actions states have taken to
address it over time, and the latest efforts undertaken by the federal
government.
County Explorer: County Declarations and Policies in Response to COVID-19
Pandemic. The National Association of Counties (NACo) has compiled both
maps and downloadable data on county-level declarations and policies that
have been made across the US in response to COVID-19.
Education Policy
State Policies to Address COVID-19 School Closures. Michigan State University’s
Institute for Public Policy and Social Research (IPPSR) and Policy Innovation
Collaborative (EPIC) have been tracking state crisis responses pertaining to
school closures and education policy.
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Housing Policy
COVID-19 Housing Policy Scorecard. The Eviction Lab and Columbia Law
School’s Emily Benfer have developed a policy scorecard for all 50 states. The
scorecard condenses thousands of emergency orders and legislation into a set
of measures that track state-level COVID-19 responses related to eviction and
housing.
Public Health
COVID-19 Projections. The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IMHE) has
created a tool that predicts the trajectory of COVID-19 deaths, cases, and
hospital in the United States, by state, and around the world.
COVID-19 Case Tracker. Johns Hopkins University has created a Coronavirus
Resource Center with the goal to inform the public and policymakers about the
virus. This includes interactive up-to-date global and national COVID-19 case
maps, and critical trends.
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